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Hari OM and Welcome,

     We all want to live healthy, happy, and useful lives. In a world that
sometimes seems hopelessly divided by religion, politics, economics,
nationality, and race, Yoga provides a powerful counterforce, always
emphasizing our essential unity. 
     In this guide we’ve introduced programs that aim to keep this essential
unity in the foreground. We will explore a landscape of Yoga that is both
intellectually comprehensive and spiritually fulfilling. In line with our past
programming, we will continue to go beyond the surface layer of Yogic
philosophy to reach the roots of our own practices, which grow much like
the roots of other faith traditions. 
     Want to learn to steady the mind? Wish you could deepen your
practices or even study in our small groups with our leading instructors?
For those who prefer or require more flexible learning options, all of our
classes are available via Zoom.
      To receive the most up-to-date information on our monthly offerings
please join our email list, view the Yoga Life Center website, and follow
us on social media. 
    The teachers and staff of the Yoga Life Center wish you all Peace and
Joy; Love and Light, and a year filled with the benefits of Yoga.

~Reverend Jaganath Carrera

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. 
Pay what you can, no one turned away. Essential Workers attend for Free.

Hari Om!

Greetings of Peace and Joy!

http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?llr=ja9kzybab&p=oi&m=1101417244681&sit=ucdj4eybb&f=c31e5e6c-2417-42e1-82d9-5a725ac02282
http://www.yogalifecenter.org/


A mind of unshakable peace and joy 
A life of deep and fulfilling meaning  
A heart overflowing with love and compassion  
A community of like-minded, supportive seekers     
A collection of classic practices and teachings that help guide
us to making wise decisions

This is what we believe, what we teach, 
and what we are beginning to experience:     

 
Yoga takes you from the potential to the possible 

to the inevitable . . .     

The Yoga Life Society offers classes
and courses in all aspects of the yogic
science. Yoga has solutions for all
seekers, from the casual to the most
fervent; for those who wish to better 

their physical health, experience the serenity of meditation, or dive
deep into the timeless ocean of wisdom that Yoga offers.

The Yoga Life is like shopping at a mall. You are free to take
whatever you are drawn to, or suits your needs. Everyone is
welcome to take part in any or all of the programs we offer.

Yoga Life Society:

Who We Are



Our Lineage:
Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Our approach to Yoga is derived from a legendary and
respected lineage, known for its effectiveness, practicality, and

all-embracing universality. Our founder and spiritual guide is
Reverend Jaganath Carrera. His master is Sri Swami

Satchidananda, and his master is Swami Sivananda Maharaj.
Refer to our website www.yogalifecenter.org for details

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding
scale. Pay what you can, no one turned away. Essential Workers

attend for Free.

No teaching should be accepted blindly, even if the source is a
great classic text or respected teacher. The teachings of Yoga

only come alive when they are applied and tested in life.
~Reverend Jaganath Carrera

http://www.yogalifecenter.org/


DETAILS & REGISTRATION

REVEREND JAGANATH CARRERA
RISE, SHINE,AND UNWIND

Half-Day Retreat: Offered three times - attend one or all
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

This retreat will offer the tools to stimulate and motivate you to reveal the
courage, discipline, and deep love all of us have as our True Nature.

ANNOUNCING TWO NEW COURSES FOR THE YOGA SUTRAS!
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera 

& Senior YLS Teachers: Reverend Shanti Lemaire, Reverend Narani Lorelli,
Reverend Saraswati Lee & Arjuna Grey

INSIDE THE YOGA SUTRAS: 
The Fundamentals of All Yoga Theory

INSIDE PATANJALI'S WORDS: 
The Heart of Yoga 

Five years in the making! A Master
Class on the Yoga sutras based on

Reverend Jaganath's groundbreaking
new translation and commentary

Inside Patanjali's Words.
Prerequisite: Inside the Yoga Sutras, or

basic knowledge of the sutras.

Tuesdays, 2/9 - 3/30 
7 - 9pm | $300 

(early bird before 1/26, $275)

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

An introduction to the key Sutras,
concepts &  practices based on
Reverend Jaganath's first book 

Inside the Yoga Sutras.

Tuesdays, 10/6 - 11/10
7 - 9pm | $225

(early bird before 9/21, $190)

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

For the most up to date information & registration please visit
www.yogalifecenter.org. 

Study with a Master

Saturday, 6/12
8am - noon |$54*

Saturday, 3/13
8am - noon | $54*

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no
one turned away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=19&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=03/13/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=02/09/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=100000021&date=10/06/20
http://www.yogalifecenter.org/
http://www.yogalifecenter.org/


DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

THE STORY OF JOB: WHY WE
SUFFER?

with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Is suffering a punishment from God?
Is it preventable? Does it serve any

good purpose? How do you best
minister to someone who seems

inconsolable and also protect
yourself? 

Thursdays 6/3 and 6/10
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

YOGA SUTRA TEACHER TRAINING
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

AND YLS Senior Teachers
Part 1| Inside the Yoga Sutras: The
Fundamentals of All Yoga Theory 
 see page 5 for details

SITTING NEAR THE SOURCE: THE
UPANISHADS

with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Thursdays 4/8 and 4/15
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Would you like to deepen and enrich
your understanding of Yoga? Why do
some Yoga students find unshakable

peace from their practices while
others do not? The Upanishads, a

sacred text dating back some 3500
years, reveals these secrets.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

THE YOGA OF TAO
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Sundays, 11/15 and 11/22
10am - noon | $40*

When we use the phrase “going with
the flow,” do we really know what it

means and how to actually apply it in
everyday life? Composed by the sage,

Lao Tzu, the Tao Te Ching is the
second-most-translated book in the

world after the Bible.

Part 2| Inside Patanjali's Words: A
Master Class on the Yoga Sutras
see page 5 for details
Part 3| Apprenticeship
Learn skills, stories, and analogies that
will help you in speaking & teaching. 

 Tuesdays 4/6 - 5/11
7pm - 9pm | $865

early bird before 9/21 | $800

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=06/03/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-104&sTG=39&sView=day&sLoc=0&date=10/06/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=13&date=11/15/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=04/08/21


Experience the deeper side of Yoga
Practices. Review old and new

breathing practices and techniques.
Delve into Yoga Kriya’s for cleansing

and energizing the body.

MEDITATION INTENSIVE
with Madhuri DeJesus

Saturday, 9/26
10am - noon| $40*

Meditating regularly can relieve
stress and improve concentration.

Whether new to meditation or looking
to fine-tune your practice, this a

meditation intensive will guide you.

S E P T E M B E R

PRANAYAMA AND BEYOND
with Reverend Shanti Lemaire

Thursdays, 9/17 and 9/24
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

MANTRA MEDITATION
MONDAYS

with Mirabai Moon

Mondays, 9/14 and 9/21
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Sound has the ability to inspire and
elevate. Join us and let your heart and

mind melt into Mantra Mondays.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

With Yoga Life Senior Teachers
For the most up-to-date information and registration please visit
www.yogalifecenter.org. 

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

Peace and happiness lies within you as your True Nature. . . .
*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned

away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=40&date=09/14/20
http://www.yogalifecenter.org/
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=3&date=09/17/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=21&date=09/26/20


DETAILS & REGISTRATION DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

O C T O B E R

SAINT FRANCIS: 
HIS LIFE AND TEACHINGS

with Reverend Shanti Lemaire and
Reverend Laksmi Suszczynski

Thursday, 10/1
7pm - 8:15pm | $20*

St. Francis devoted his life to selfless
service and surrender to God.  

Learn about his life and teachings that
remind us the material world will never

bring us true peace.   

SHANTIVANAM AND THE THREE
WISE MEN OF THE WEST 

with Bhaktan Graceffo

Mondays 10/5 and 10/12
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Join us as we explore the history of
the three priests who have played
key roles into bringing this sacred

place where Christianity and
Hinduism have come together.

HATHA YOGA :
   FROM THE FOUNDATION UP

with Reverend Krishna Boscardin

Thursdays, 10/8 and 10/15
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Does Hatha Yoga look to challenging
for you?  Have you ever said to your

self, “I can’t do that pose." Learn how
you can open yourself and body  to

new possibilities. 

Yoga makes the incredible possible . . .
*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned

away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=3&date=10/01/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=43&date=10/05/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=10&date=10/08/20


N O V E M B E R
Peace of mind, unshakable joy,

unconditional love, oneness with all.

SANSKRIT AND THE LANGUAGE
OF YOGA

with Satyam Penn
Mondays, 11/2 and 11/9

7pm - 8:15pm | $40*
Take a closer look at some of
scriptural sources for studying

Sanskrit, including the Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali. We will look for what they
can teach us about linguistics, the

mind, and Yoga.

HEALTHFUL EATING DURING
THE HOLIDAYS

with Nitya Martino
Thursday, 11/12

7pm - 8:15pm | $20*

Learn how to eat delicious, tempting
healthful foods that keep our digestive
systems balanced during this season.

Enjoy the Holidays without denying
yourself, yet be free from digestive
troubles caused by overindulgence.

THE HEALING POWER OF
CREATIVITY

with Nitya Martino
Thursday, 11/19

7pm - 8:15pm | $20*

When we heal/express/play by
allowing creative energy to flow freely
through us, we gain insight about our

True Self.

THE YOGA OF TAO
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Sundays, 11/15 and11/22
10am - noon| $40*

When we use the phrase “going with
the flow,” do we really know what it

means and how to actually apply it in
everyday life? Composed by the sage,

Lao Tzu, the Tao Te Ching is the
second-most-translated book in the

world after the Bible.

DETAILS & REGISTRATIONDETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=13&date=11/15/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=100000022&date=11/02/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=24&date=11/12/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=24&date=11/19/20


HOW TO CELEBRATE THE
HOLIDAYS AS A YOGI

with Reverend Amba Wallace

Thursday, 12/3
7pm - 8:15pm | $20*

We will explore how to create
conditions that will guide us into a
more peaceful, less hectic holiday

season using mindfulness 
and gratitude. 

THE DYNAMIC POWER OF
SIMPLICITY

with Arjuna Grey
Thursday 12/10

7pm - 8:15pm | $20*
In this course, we will discuss the

practice of letting go and creating a
more simplified, nourishing life–one
that allows us to slow down the pace
of our activities and experience true

peace of mind.

D E C E M B E R

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM OUR
HEARTS TO YOURS!

Peace is your true nature. 
Do  not disturb it.

DETAILS & REGISTRATIONDETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=1&sTrn=100000022&date=11/02/20
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=25&date=12/03/20


NEW YEAR NEW YOU! 
RELEASING BURDENS AND RENEWING DEVOTION

with Reverend Maji Yerves
Mondays, 1/4 and 1/11

7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Explore the teachings on how we can
surrender unbeneficial emotions and

in the process renew and energize our
devotion and commitments.

J A N U A R Y

MAY 2021 BE FILLED WITH PEACE
AND JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT.

The greatness of yoga is made of small, simple
steps – done every day–not grand heroic ones.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sTG=23&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=100000003&date=01/04/21


BHAGAVAD GITA: ARJUNA SEEKS GUIDANCE IN A
CONFUSING WORLD

with Reverend Abhaya Cordova and Reverend Krishna Boscardin

Thursdays 2/4, 2/11, 2/18, 2/25
7pm - 8:15pm | $80*

Meet Arjuna, student to great teacher Krishna.  Arjuna seeks
answers to today's question: How do I navigate through it all and
maintain my peace?  Come hear the answers and teachings that

can assist you in your life.

F E B R U A R Y
Have cosmic beauty, not cosmetic beauty.

 four  -  week  ser ies

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=15&date=02/04/21


M A R C H

BOOST YOUR PRACTICE AND
IMMUNE SYSTEM WITH

MEDITATION AND PRANAYAMA
with Reverend Shanti Lemaire

Mondays, 3/22 and 3/29
10:30am - noon | $40*

Find and practice simple ways to
build body, mind and soul for a
healthier, energized, and more

peaceful you!

Every obstacle is a gateway to growth. 
Don’t think, "Oh no," think, "Oh yes."

TRIAXIAL YOGA SERIES
with Reverend Amba Wallace, Reverend Maji Yerves, 

and Madhuri DeJesus

Thursdays 3/11, 3/18 and 3/25
7pm - 8:15pm | $60*

Learn how to apply principles from Oriental Medicine to traditional Yoga
practices. Through asana, discover how you can utilize the deepest level

of your energetic functioning.

RISE, SHINE, AND UNWIND
Half-Day Retreat

with Reverend Jaganath Carrera 

Saturday, 3/13
8am - noon | $54*

This retreat will offer the tools to
stimulate and motivate you to reveal
the courage, discipline, and deep love

all of us have as our True Nature.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=03/13/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=25&date=03/11/21
http://www.yogalifecenter.org/
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=3&date=03/22/21


A P R I L
Why are you looking around when you are it?

SITTING NEAR THE SOURCE: THE UPANISHADS
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Thursdays 4/8 and 4/15
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

The teachings of the Upanishads, a 3500-year-old sacred text, break
down all barriers that separate us from the experience of Oneness.

YOGA IS MORE THAN ASANA: EXPANDING YOUR PRACTICE
with Reverend Abhaya Cordova, Reverend Lakshmi Suszczynski

Saturdays 4/10, 4/17, and 4/24
11am - 12:15pm | $60*

How we can expand our Yoga practice beyond Asana?
Delve into the six branches of Yoga: Bhakti - devotion, Japa - mantra

repetition, Jnana - analytical, Karma - selfless service, Raja - sacred study,
and Asana - physical.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=04/08/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=15&date=04/10/21


MIND-BODY PRACTICES FOR YOUR MENTAL WELL-BEING
with Ranjani Bradle

Thursdays 5/13 and 5/20
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Anxiety, depression, and addiction have become commonplace
diseases in our culture. Learn how Yoga can benefit your life by

addressing issues contributing to these diseases.

M A Y
May is Mental Health Awareness month.

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=19&date=05/13/21


THE STORY OF JOB: WHY DO WE SUFFER?
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Thursdays 6/3 and 6/10
7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Is suffering a punishment from God? Is it preventable? Does it serve any
good purpose? How do you best minister to someone who seems

inconsolable and also protect yourself?

J U N E
See your blessings – are you really

taking full advantage of all of them?

HATHA YOGA:
   FROM THE FOUNDATION UP

with  Siva Skroce
Thursdays, 6/17 and 6/24

7pm - 8:15pm | $40*

Does Hatha Yoga look to challenging
for you?  Have you ever said to

yourself, “I can’t do that pose." Learn
how you can open yourself and body

up to new possibilities.

RISE, SHINE, & UNWIND
Half-Day Retreat

with Reverend Jaganath Carrera 

Saturday, 6/19
8am - noon | $54*

This retreat will offer the tools to
stimulate and motivate you to reveal
the courage, discipline, and deep love

all of us have as our True Nature.

DETAILS & REGISTRATIONDETAILS & REGISTRATION

DETAILS & REGISTRATION

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay what you can, no one turned
away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=06/19/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=39&date=06/17/21
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=150708&stype=-102&sVT=5&sView=day&sLoc=0&sTrn=13&date=06/03/21


Ongoing EVENTS: 
Hatha Yoga and Meditation Classes
Sacred Wisdom Academy

Meditate with Us for Peace, Health, and Harmony: daily at home, 7am
We invite you to join us in our commitment to practice daily and to
share the benefits with others. Meditate for as long as you like, using
any technique you like - all that we request is that you begin or end
your meditation with affirmations for the peace, health, and harmony
of all beings.

Hatha Yoga and Meditation Classes: Mondays- Saturdays

While our Center may be temporarily closed due to Covid-19, we're still
teaching and getting together online via Zoom. View our class
schedule and register online HERE or visit us at
www.yogalifecenter.org

Sacred Wisdom Academy: Weekly on Tuesdays, 7pm
Timely, practical, and useful wisdom for these challenging times.
Explore Reverend Jaganath's teachings and discuss them with like-
minded seekers.

*Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay
what you can, no one turned away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/mainclass?studioid=150708&tg=&vt=&lvl=&stype=-7&view=week&trn=0&page=&catid=&prodid=&date=8%2f28%2f2020&classid=0&prodGroupId=&sSU=&optForwardingLink=&qParam=&justloggedin=&nLgIn=&pMode=0&loc=1
https://www.yogalifecenter.org/


Satsangha twe nisangha twam.
Nisangha twe nirmoha twam.

Nirmoha twe nischala ta twam.
Nischala ta twe, jivamukti.

When you are in good company, you are not in bad company.
When you are not in bad company, you don’t fall into

delusion.When you don’t fall into delusion, the mind becomes
steady. When the mind becomes steady, you are liberated.

~Adi Shankaracharya

Try to regularly spend time with people who share your
belief, goals, and challenges.  Attend yoga classes, sacred

wisdom studies, social events, anything that puts you in that
good, supportive company.  You will keep inspired, informed
and on track.  Soon you will attain the goal. You will become
yourself a jivamukti, someone who is free from suffering and

established in the bliss of their own true nature.
~Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Satsang: 
Keeping Company with the Truth

To spend time with fellow seekers is an essential
foundation for growth in yoga.  

Join Reverend Jaganath for "FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE" 
Every Friday, 7pm



Eka Jyoti Puja: 
Worship of the One Light

Let us join together, go within, open our hearts, and
connect to the Higher Self. Mantra, meditation,

chanting, affirmations, prayers, and inspirational
readings to uplift. In that peace and harmony, we

catch a glimpse of the Supreme Peace and Joy that
is our True Nature.

Every Sunday, 8am



Sri Guruji Reverend Jaganath is the founder and
spiritual head of Yoga Life Society and its first
Yoga Life Center in Woodland Park, NJ. He is a
direct disciple of world renowned Yoga master
and leader in the ecumenical movement, Sri
Swami Satchidananda, the founder and spiritual
guide for the Integral Yoga Institutes and
Satchidananda Ashrams worldwide. Guruji has
taught at universities, prisons, Yoga centers, and
interfaith programs here and abroad. He was a
principle instructor of both Hatha and Raja Yoga
for the Integral Yoga Teacher Training
Certification Programs for over twenty years and
co-wrote the training manual used for that
course.  Read more...

Our Teachers

Reverend Shanti Lemaire, E-RYT 500, holds certifications in Hatha
Yoga, Meditation, Raja Yoga, Yoga Therapeutics, Triaxial Yoga, and
Yoga for Everyone. Shanti’s focus is on bringing healing and
harmony to the body, mind, and soul. Ordained as a Yoga Life
Society Minister, it is with gratitude and humbleness she continues
to study under the guidance of her guru, Reverend Jaganath Carrera
and dear teacher Margabandhu Martarano, Director of Fair Lawn
Integral Yoga Institute.

Reverend Abhaya Cordova is a Master Energy Therapist, Massage
Therapist, Yoga instructor and Theta Healing Teacher. She offers a
spiritual perspective to bodywork with an extensive understanding of
the human energy field. Abhaya's philosophy is to support the healing
process by clearing old thoughts and patterns so the spirit can reveal
its true nature which is peace. The body has the innate ability and
wisdom to heal itself; we must clear the way to allow that healing to
take place.

https://www.yogalifecenter.org/our-founder
https://www.yogalifecenter.org/our-founder


Reverend Marcie Amba Wallace received her 300- and 500-hour
trainings through the Lotus Yoga Teacher Training Program. An avid
practitioner in the vinyasa style, she teaches a strong vinyasa flow
with an emphasis on alignment. She is a firm believer that yoga is for
everyone. As a result, she teaches to the elderly and disabled
populations, teen, kids, as well as chair and restorative yoga. Tapping
into different capabilities keeps her own practice, both inner and
outer, fresh and invigorating. Marcie is forever grateful to her Guruji,
Sri Reverend Jaganath Carrera, for guiding her on the path. 

Reverend Krishna Bosccardin, RYT 500, has been devotedly teaching
Hatha Yoga since 2001. He is a Certified Massage Therapist and
holds several certifications in Acupressure, Therapeutics and
Energetics in Yoga. He teaches meditation and is a Certified Teacher
of Raja Yoga (Yoga Sutras of Patanjali). Reverend Krishna has been
trained and ordained as a Yoga Life Minister by his Teacher Sri Guruji
Reverend Jaganath Carrera. As a long devotee of spiritual and
scriptural study, he loves and lives to share the ancient Teachings of
Yoga in ways that are relevant and practical to today’s way of living.

Reverend Lakshmi Vivian Suszczynski has been practicing Yoga for
fifteen years. She received her Yoga teaching certification through
Yoga Life Society in 2015. She has also received teacher certifications
in Meditation and Triaxial Yoga.  In 2018 she became a Yoga Life
Minister under the guidance of and through studying the Teachings
with Reverend Jaganath Carrera, her beloved guru. Lakshmi has been
a medical technologist for twenty-six years and is dedicated to
serving others. “Yoga is for every body! Yoga makes space in the
body, the breath, and the mind.”

Reverend Maji Caitlyn Yerves has a passion for helping others
achieve wellness in mind, body, and spirit through the practices of
Yoga. She was given the name “Maji” by her beloved Master, Sri Guruji
Reverend Jaganath Carrera Maharaj. Under His guidance, Reverend
Maji embraces all six branches of yoga and has devoted herself to a
life of service. With a fervor for going deeper in study and practice,
Reverend Maji has completed Yoga Life Society’s Meditation and
Triaxial Yoga teacher trainings. She is an ordained Yoga Life Minister.



Reverend Saraswati Lee is a senior disciple of Sri Guruji Reverend
Jaganath Carrera. Under His direction, she completed seminary
training and was ordained as a Yoga Life Minister in 2018. As a
certified Yoga instructor, she excels at teaching all facets of Yoga
and has also received training in Raja Yoga Philosophy, Meditation,
Yoga and Energetics, and Triaxial Yoga through Yoga Life Society and
Integral Yoga Institute. She currently serves on the Boards of Yoga
Life Society and the Newark Center for Meditative Culture. Reverend
Saraswati is a preschool educator in Montclair and studies early
childhood mental health at Montclair State University.

Arjuna Grey, 200 RYT, took his first Yoga class, discovered his first
copy of the Yoga Sutras, and met his teacher—Reverend Jaganath
Carrera in 2011. He began to intensely study and practice the Yoga
Sutras of Patanjali, as well as other Yoga scriptures, and has never
looked back. Continuously wonderstruck and humbled at Yoga’s
ability to transform his perception, heart, and mind, Arjuna aspires to
grow through loving and serving. With this intention, he approaches
students and the practice of Yoga.  In 2018, he received his master’s
degree in social work and is now licensed to do good. 

Reverend Narani Lorelli, RYT 500, is Reverend Jaganath’s personal
assistant. She received her Yoga Teacher Certification from Starseed
Yoga Montclair in 2006, and went on to study extensively the Integral
Yoga of Gurudev Swami Satchidananda and the teachings of His
disciple Guruji Reverend Jaganath Carrera. She was certified in Yoga
Life Society’s Raja Yoga Teacher Training in 2012 and is now serving
as a Yoga Life Minister.

Bhaktan Mark Graceffo is a disciple of Sri Reverend Jaganath Carrera
and a Benedictine Oblate of Newark Abbey. He was ordained an
interfaith minister by One Spirit Interfaith Seminary. While rooted in
the Christian contemplative tradition, he has a love for comparative
religion and the teachings of yoga. Bhaktan is an academic librarian
at Saint Peter's University. He also serves as an adjunct instructor for
the Department of Theology,  teaching Introduction
to Christianity and Religious Faith in the Modern World.



Ranjani Kim Bradle, BA, has been a disciple of Sri Guruji for ten years.
The practices and teachings of Yoga have provided the foundation
and inspiration for her path of healing, growth, opening, and
connection to all life offers. She is the owner of Jaya Yoga in Red
Bank, New Jersey, where she offers private Yoga sessions, small
group classes, and workshops. She has been teaching Yoga in mental
health settings for the past ten years and has twenty-five years of
professional experience in social work. Ranjani holds advanced
certifications in Yoga, Meditation, Yoga Energetics and Healing,
Triaxial Yoga Therapeutics, Street Yoga, and Mindfulness Meditation.

Mirabai Moon, RYT began practicing the Integral style of Hatha Yoga
in 2001. Her training combines a broad range of styles including
Kripalu Yoga, Iyengar, Integral, Sivananda, and Ashtanga. The same
year she also completed her Prenatal and Postnatal Yoga teacher
training. Mirabai’s greatest loves are Bhakti Yoga, the Yoga of
devotion, and Nada Yoga, the Yoga of sound, and she likes to bring
elements of both into her Hatha Yoga classes.  

Madhuri DeJesus, RYT 500, is a Hatha Yoga and Meditation instructor.
She has taken over a thousand hours of Yoga Life Society  teacher
training classes toward her 500-hour Registered Yoga Certification.
These classes included Raja Yoga, Meditation TT, Triaxial Yoga, and
yoga energetics and healing. Madhuri has also served as a co-teacher
alongside Sri Guruji and Rev. Shanti Lemaire for various Yoga Life
trainings and workshops. In addition, she completed a three-year
commitment to study with Guruji and become a Yoga Life Acharya. She
is deeply grateful to continue her yoga practice and studies with many
amazing teachers, as she deepens her studies.

Nitya Diane Martino, Artist, C-IAYT, CHHWCE, EYT-500 is  Certified
with The International Association of Yoga Therapists, a certified
Holistic Health and Wellness Coach and Educator and a Creative
Energy Artist. Nitya enlivens the creative pathways of Art, Yoga
Therapy, and Holistic Lifestyle Practices, to assist in creating a
balanced mind, body, and spirit filled with love. Nitya guides students
in practicing movement exercises or making artwork. In the process,
she works with them to develop awareness of their consciousness
and encourages them to use their creativity. The aim of this work is to
support students in discovering different aspects of their True Nature.



Siva
Siva Greg Skroce is a disciple of Sri Reverend Jaganath Carrera since
2015.  He received an RYT500 certification from The National Yoga
Alliance through Jaipure Yoga in Montclair and additional
certifications in Meditation and Raja Yoga through Yoga Life Society.
As a teacher, Siva strives to create an environment where students
have fun, feel inspired, and comfortable while being challenged to
push beyond their perceived limitations.

We look forward to greeting you online, or at our Center when it is safe to
reopen. For the most up-to-date schedule of all of our programs, please

visit www.yogalifecenter.org.

Many of our programs and classes can be attended on a sliding scale. Pay
what you can, no one turned away. All Essential Workers attend for Free.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at
yogalifectr@gmail.com, or email Reverend Shanti at

shanti@yogalifesociety.com 

Questions for Reverend Jaganath? 
Email officeofsriguruji@yogalifesociety.com 

Wishing you Peace and Joy, Love and Light.
OM shanti, shanti, shanti.

Satyam Penn is a seminarian in the Integral Yoga Ministry, and has
been studying both Yoga philosophy and Sanskrit since the
mid-1980s. He has serves as a professor at the University of Toronto
since 2001. Satyam also teaches Sanskrit at Satchidananda Ashram's
Teacher Trainings.

http://gmail.com/
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